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Abstract—Impurity-based, premelting-like, intergranular films (IGFs, a common type of grain boundary complexion) can form in various materials
and influence sintering, creep, and microstructure development. A thermodynamic framework is presented to forecast the formation and stability of
these premelting-like grain boundary complexions (a.k.a. interfacial “phases” that are thermodynamically two dimensional) in multicomponent
alloys to consider the interactions of multiple alloying elements. Key thermodynamic parameters that control the interfacial segregation and
disordering behaviors have been identified and systematically examined. Subsequently, ternary and quaternary grain boundary diagrams have been
computed and used to forecast the sintering behaviors of W–Ni–M (M = Fe, Co, Cr, Zr, Nb and Ti) and Mo–Si–B–M (M = Ni, Co and Fe) systems.
This work supports a long-range scientific goal of extending bulk computational thermodynamics and CALPHAD methods to interfaces and developing grain boundary complexion (interfacial “phase”) diagrams as extensions to bulk phase diagrams, which can be a generally useful materials
science tool.
! 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is now well established that the surface of ice starts to
“melt” well below 0 "C [1–3]. This phenomenon, known as
surface melting or premelting, was also confirmed for other
unary solids such as lead [1–3]. In the middle 19th century,
Faraday originally proposed the existence of premelting and
used it to explain why two blocks of ice can freeze
together and a snowball can hold together below 0 "C
[1–3], which are analogous to the sintering phenomenon
studied by materials scientists. Geophysicists also believe
that grain boundary (GB) premelting, enhanced by the presence of minor impurities, can play an important role in controlling glacier motion [1–3], which is related to the Coble
creep phenomenon known in the materials research community. In 1980s, materials scientists had sought to confirm the
existence of GB premelting in unary metals experimentally
[4]; although GB premelting was later discovered in a colloidal crystal [5], the significance and importance of GB
premelting in real unary materials remain elusive.
Nevertheless, in multicomponent systems, the interfacial
disordering can be enhanced by a concurrent GB adsorption
(a.k.a. segregation); consequently, impurity-based, premelting-like, intergranular films (IGFs) can be stabilized over at
larger undercoolings and influence a broad range of materials properties and fabrication processing [6–21]. Specifically,
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indirect measurements of GB diﬀusivity and chemistry suggested the existence of GB premelting-like behaviors in Cu
[6–8] and Fe [7,9,10] based alloys. More recently, impurity-based, premelting-like IGFs have been observed directly
by high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) in W [15,16] and Mo [17–19] based alloys as well
as several oxide systems [11–14].
Tang et al. [14] proposed that subsolidus IGFs in binary
alloys form from coupled GB premelting and prewetting
transitions [20] using a diﬀuse-interface model extended
from the Cahn model [22], and this diﬀuse-interface model
has been further elaborated by Mishin et al. using the CuAg system as an example [21]. In a broader context, GB
premelting and prewetting can be considered as the representative GB structural (disordering) and chemical (adsorption) transitions, respectively, and they are often coupled in
multicomponent systems [14,21]. In 1968, Hart already proposed that GBs can be considered as 2-D interfacial phases
that may undergo transformations (a.k.a. transitions)
[23,24]. Subsequent models developed by Hondros and
Seah [25,26], Cahn [22,27–29], and many other researchers
[18,20,21,30–42] further elaborated this concept. In ceramic
materials, impurity-based IGFs can persist well above the
bulk solidus lines with nanometer thicknesses limited by
attractive van der Waals London dispersion interactions
[14,30,31,43,44]. Clarke first proposed that such IGFs have
an equilibrium thickness [30,31] and Cannon suggested that
they can equivalently be interpreted as a class of structurally-disordered multilayer adsorbates [45]. Later, Tang,
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Carter and Cannon [20,32] named such “2-D interfacial
phase” as “complexions” based on an argument that they
are not “phases” according to the rigorous Gibbs definition,
and related terminologies were discussed in two recent
reviews [34,46]. In 2007, Dillon and Harmer [47–50]
reported the discovery of a series of six discrete GB complexions in Al2O3 based ceramics, and similar complexions
have also been observed in metals [18,19,46,51–54]; this series of Dillon-Harmer complexions can be considered as
derivatives of IGFs (a.k.a. multilayer adsorbates) with discrete (equilibrium) thicknesses of 0, 1, 2, 3, x, and 1 atomic
layers [40,42,46,55]. Moreover, the existence of first-order
GB complexion transitions was experimentally evident in
Cu [6–8], Fe [7,9,10], Si [51] and TiO2 [56] based systems
and supported by recent atomistic modeling [57,58]; analogous first-order transitions have also been discovered at free
surfaces [59–62].
Understanding GB complexions and transitions is both
scientifically significant and technologically important.
Specifically, enhanced mass transport in the impurity (sintering aid) based, premelting-like IGFs can lead to accelerated sintering below the bulk solidus lines, which explains a
long-standing mystery regarding the origin of solid-state
activated sintering [12,16,18,42]. The discoveries of GB
complexions and transitions also provided new insights into
the understanding of the atomic-level mechanisms for
abnormal grain growth [47–49,63] and liquid metal embrittlement [52,53]. Generally, the formation of (relatively) disordered GB structures at high temperatures with enhanced
transport properties can aﬀect a broad range of GB-controlled materials properties, such as creep, corrosion and
oxidation resistance, in addition to the microstructural evolution [14]. Furthermore, the GB structure and chemistry
formed at the high processing temperature can often be
(partially) retained upon cooling, thereby influencing a
broad range of mechanical and physical properties at room
temperature [14,46].
The development of bulk phase diagrams and calculation of phase diagram (CALPHAD) methods established
one of the foundations for modern materials science.
Since GBs can exhibit transitions that can aﬀect a broad
range of fabrication processing and materials properties
(as discussed above), it is useful to develop the GB analogous to bulk phase diagrams and CALPHAD methods.
Recently, premelting and other types of GB transitions
have been simulated by atomistic [57,58], phase-field-crystal
[64,65] and lattice [28,29] models; a limited number of GB
complexion diagrams have been constructed by diﬀuse-interface models [20,21] and a lattice model [37]. In a series
of recent studies, bulk CALPHAD methods were extended
to model GBs to forecast the stability of impurity-based,
premelting-like IGFs in binary alloys; subsequently, a type
of GB k diagrams has been developed to represent the
thermodynamic tendency for general GBs to disorder and
forecast related activated sintering behaviors in binary
alloys (only) [18,41,42,66]. Although they are not yet rigorous GB complexion diagrams with well-defined transition
lines and critical points, the correctness and usefulness of
these binary GB k diagrams have been validated by a series
of experiments. First, the model predictions were corroborated with direct HRTEM and GB chemistry analysis for
selected systems [16,18,19,42,67]. Second, the computed
GB k diagrams (with no free parameters) correctly predicted the onset sintering temperatures for a series of W
based binary alloys as well as some trends in sintering rates
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[18,42,66]. Specifically, the predicted GB solidus temperature was consistent with a prior direct GB diﬀusivity measurement for W–Co (the primary element/phase is
underlined) using radioactive tracers [42,68]. Third, the estimated GB diﬀusivity as a function of temperature and overall composition correlated well with the computed binary
GB k diagram for Mo–Ni [18]. Finally, a counterintuitive
phenomenon of decreasing GB diﬀusivity with increasing
temperature was predicted and subsequently verified
experimentally in a Mo + 0.5 at.% Ni alloy [54].
Historically, bulk CALPHAD methods were first developed for binary alloys, for which phase diagrams have
already been determined by experiments. CALPHAD
methods become useful when they can utilize the thermodynamic data that are largely obtained from binary systems to
extrapolate (by adding only a few multi-body interaction
parameters) and predict behaviors of multicomponent
alloys, where the Edisonian approach is no longer feasible.
Likewise, after demonstrating the basic feasibility of constructing binary GB k diagrams and their usefulness in predicting sintering behaviors, the challenging goal of this
study is to extend and validate the model and computation
methods to multicomponent (N P 3) alloys. This work is
not only technologically important (since understanding
such interactions can oﬀer a way to control GB behaviors
via developing co-alloying strategies) but also scientifically
interesting (because interactions among multiple alloying
elements can produce new interfacial phenomena).
It should be noted that these computed k diagrams,
which represent the thermodynamic tendency for average
general GBs to disorder, are called “GB diagrams” in this
article because they are not rigorous complexion diagrams
with well-defined transition lines and critical points.
2. The model and computational methods
2.1. The interfacial thermodynamic model
In a phenomenological model adapted from the premelting and wetting models that were widely used by physicists
[3,64,69,70], the excess free energy of a subsolidus, premelting-like IGF is expressed as:
ðvolÞ

r x ðhÞ ¼ DGamorph h þ 2ccl þ rinterfacial ðhÞ;
ðvolÞ
DGamorph

ð1Þ

where
is the volumetric free energy for forming an
undercooling liquid from the equilibrium solid phase(s), h is
the film thickness and ccl is the crystal–liquid interfacial
energy. The interfacial potential, rinterfacial ðhÞ, includes the
eﬀects of all interfacial interactions and it vanishes as the
film thickness (h) approaches infinity (by definition, so that
2ccl can be well defined at h ! + 1):
rinterfacial ðþ1Þ ¼ 0:
ð2Þ
We may re-write the interfacial potential as:
rinterfacial ðhÞ ¼ %Dc & ½1 % f ðhÞ(;

ð3Þ

where f(h) is defined as a dimensionless interfacial coeﬃcient that satisfies:
!
f ð0Þ ¼ 0
ð4Þ
f ðþ1Þ ¼ 1
and

ð0Þ

Dc ) 2ccl % cGB ;

ð5Þ
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ð0Þ

where cGB ) r x ð0Þ represents the excess free energy of a
hypothetic “dry” and “clean” GB without any adsorption
ð0Þ
and disorder (noting that cGB diﬀers from the equilibrium
cGB in general).
A subsolidus, premelting-like IGF can form spontaneously if the energy penalty for forming an undercooled
quasi-liquid film can be overcompensated by the reduction
of the interfacial energies:
ðvolÞ

%Dc & f ðhÞ > DGamorph h:

ð6Þ

Thus, we can introduce a thermodynamic parameter
[18,41,42,66]:
k)

%Dc
ðvolÞ

DGamorph

ð7Þ

;

which scales (but is not identical to) the actual (eﬀective)
interfacial width. Then, Eq. (1) can be rewritten in a dimensionless form, as follows:
ð0Þ

r x ðhÞ % r x ð0Þ
r x ðhÞ % cGB
¼
rinterfacial ðþ1Þ % rinterfacial ð0Þ
Dc
h
ð8Þ
¼ % þ f ðhÞ:
k
At a thermodynamic equilibrium, an IGF will adopt an
equilibrium thickness (heq) that corresponds to the global
minimum in Eq. (1) or Eq. (8). If the interfacial potential
(coeﬃcient) follows a simple exponentially decaying form,
heq = n ln(k/n), where n is a coherent length. In a general
case, the interfacial potential, which includes multiple interfacial interactions that are often coupled, has a more complex form and is diﬃcult to be precisely quantified.
Nonetheless, the parameter k can be well defined and quantified to represent the thermodynamic tendency for average
general GBs to disorder.
A key approximation for this approach is that a reference (average) film composition is used; in this work, the
average film composition that maximizes k is adopted. In
reality, thorough-thickness gradients in both composition
and structure exist and are important character of GB complexions, which adopt the compositional and structural
profiles that minimize the excess interfacial energies (so that
they are thermodynamically 2-D interfacial phases); such
gradients can be better modeled in diﬀuse-interface models
[20,21]; yet, we note that the gradient energy terms can be
treated approximately in the interfacial potential or coeﬃcient (rinterfacial ðhÞ or f(h)) term in the current approach [14].
2.2. Estimation of reference interfacial energies
The interfacial energies can be estimated by a macroscopic-atom model that was originally developed by
Benedictus, Böttger, and Mittemeijer for simulating solidstate amorphization [71,72], which utilizes the Miedema
type parameters. Since we use CALPHAD data to compute
bulk thermodynamic functions, here we adopt and refine a
lattice model [73] that utilizes the regular-solution (pair-interaction) parameters to estimate interfacial energies to be
self-consistent (as a further improvement from the prior
studies [18,41,42,66] that used the macroscopic-atom
model, in addition to a major extension from binary to
multicomponent alloys). In such a lattice model, the

interfacial energy of an interface between a crystal of pure
A (with a negligibly small solubility of B) and a liquid of a
uniform composition of X LB (the molar/atomic fraction of
B) in a binary A–B system is estimated as:
ð0Þ

ccl * ccl ¼

DH fuse
XL
1:9RT
2
A
þ %1A%B2=3 ðX LB Þ þ %1 2=3 ;
%1 2=3
jm1 V
jm1 V
jm1 V

ð9Þ

where DH fuse
is the fusion enthalpy of A, XLA%B is the molar
A
liquid phase regular-solution parameter, V is the molar volume (neglecting the thermal expansion for simplicity), m1 is
the fraction of bonds crossing the interface, and j is a geometric factor (j ) Am =V 2=3 , where Am is the area of one mole
of atoms spread as a monolayer [73]). The value of jm%1
1
depends on the crystalline orientation of the interface: for
8
example, jm%1
1 * 5 + 10 for (1 0 0) planes for any cubic lat%1
tice and jm1 * 3.7 + 108 for the close-packed (1 1 1) plane
8
in an fcc lattice. In this study, we set jm%1
1 = C0 * 4.5 + 10
to represent the average value (of all diﬀerent crystalline orientations), which is a parameter adopted in the macroscopic-atom model [74] to represent the average grain
surface orientation of general GBs in a polycrystal.
The first term in Eq. (9) is an enthalpic contribution that
corresponds to the excess enthalpy of a crystal–liquid interface of pure A. The second term represents the chemical
interaction, a.k.a. the change in the interfacial energy when
the fraction of B in the liquid increases from zero to X LB ,
where bonds at the solid–liquid interface are assumed to
be liquid type. The third term is an entropic contribution
due to the near-interface ordering, which is adapted from
the Benedictus–Böttger–Mittemeijer model [71,72]. The
ð0Þ
superscript (0) is used in ccl to denote that it is a reference
interfacial energy without considering the near-interface
variation in composition (as an estimation of the true equilibrium ccl ). The main reason to adopt this lattice model is
that it uses the regular-solution parameters that can be
obtained from the CALPHAD data so that the same set
of parameters are used in both the bulk thermodynamic
functions and the statistic interfacial thermodynamic model
to compute GB k diagrams in a self-consistent manner.
Eq. (9) can be further extended to model a multicomponent alloy, where the interfacial energy of an interface
between a crystal of pure A (with negligible solid solubilities) and a multicomponent liquid (of composition X Li ,
i = A, B, C, . . .) is estimated as:
ð0Þ

ccl * ccl

"
!
#
X
1
1X L L L
L
fuse
L
¼
DH 1 þ
Xi%A X i %
X X X þ 1:9RT ;
2 i–j i%j i j
C 0 V 2=3
i–A

ð10Þ

where the first, second, and third terms, respectively, are
again the enthalpic, chemical, and entropic contributions,
respectively, and jm%1
is set to be C0. In Eq. (10), the
1
P
1=2 i–j XLi%j X Li X Lj term represents the reference energy state
set by the chemical potential of the bulk liquid phase (noting that this term is not included for the Benedictus–
Böttger–Mittemeijer model [71,72], where the reference
state is set to be the pure metals for solid state amorphization). A full derivation of Eq. (11) is given in Appendix A.
If the solid solubility limits are not negligibly small, Eq.
(10) can be further generalized to:
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ð0Þ

ccl * ccl ¼

1
C 0 V 2=3

"
X
i

X Ci DH fuse
þ
i

X
1 X L L L
%
X i X j Xi%j þ
X Ci X Cj XCi%j
2 i–j
i–j

X
i–j

!

X Lj XLi%j

!
#

þ 1:9RT ;

ð11Þ

where the superscripts “C” and “L” are used to represent
the crystal and liquid phases, respectively. A full derivation
of Eq. (11) is given in Appendix A. Eq. (11) can be reduced
to Eq. (10) if X CA * 1 and X Ci , 1 for all i – A, which are
the cases for most of our examples discussed below.
To calculate the reference interfacial energy change Dc
from Eq. (5), we also need to know the GB energy for a
“dry” boundary (without any adsorption and disordering).
If the solid solubility limits of all alloying elements are
small, the measured GB energy for the average general
boundaries is typically used and the Turnbull estimation,
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
cGB * 1=3 cSurface * 1=3 DH vaporization =ðC 0 V 2=3 Þ, can be used
in the cases if the experiment data are not available. If
the solid solubility limits of alloying elements are not
negligibly small, the “dry” GB energy of an alloy can be
expressed as:
X
Q X C C C
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
cGB *
X Ci cGB;i þ
X i X j Xi%j ;
ð12Þ
C 0 V 2=3 i–j
i
where Q is the average broken bond fraction, which is typically set to 1/6 for an average general GB to satisfy the
Turnbull estimation. Eq. (12) is also derived in Appendix
A. In most case studies of W and Mo based alloys presented in this paper, the solid solubility limits are small so
that Eq. (10) and experimentally measured GB energy of
the average general boundaries can be used to estimate Dc.
2.3. Evaluating the volumetric free-energy penalty for
forming an undercooled liquid
Bulk CALPHAD data (thermodynamic functions) and
methods are used to evaluate the volumetric free energy
ðvolÞ
penalty for forming an undercooled liquid, DGamorph . The
free energy of a phase U in a multicomponent system can
be expressed as:
X
X
GU ¼
X Ui 0 GUi þ RT
X Ui ln X Ui þ XS GU ;
ð13Þ
i

i

X Ui

0

GUi ,

where
and
respectively, are the fraction and the
free energy, respectively, of the component i. XS GU is the
excess free energy of mixing, which can be expressed in a
Redlich–Kister polynomial:
XX
m
XS U
G ¼
LUmði;jÞ X Ui X Uj ðX Ui % X Uj Þ :
ð14Þ
m

i–j

LUmði;jÞ

Here,
is the m-th order interaction parameter between
the components i and j in the phase U. Specifically, LU0ði;jÞ is
the regular solution parameter XUi%j and this polynomial is
reduced to a regular-solution equation for the zero-th order
expansion (m = 0 only). The molar free-energy penalty for
forming an undercooled liquid (film) of composition
XLfilm ¼ fX Li ; i ¼ A; B; C; . . .g can be written as:
X
ðmolÞ
DGamorph ¼ GL ðXLfilm Þ %
lCi X Li :
ð15Þ
i

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of DGamorph in a hypothetic ternary A–B–
C system.

The first term in Eq. (15) is the molar free energy of the
bulk liquid phase. It is important to note that partial order
and compositional gradients generally exist in the nanoscale quasi-liquid IGF so that it is not perfect liquid; however, k can be defined and calculated based on a reference
state of uniform and perfect liquid film, while the variations
in free energies due to order and compositional gradients
can be (at least partially) considered in the interfacial
potential term in Eq. (1); this approach was elaborated in
a prior review [14]. The second term in Eq. (15) represents
the reference free-energy state set by the chemical potentials
(lCi ) of the bulk phase (crystalline grains) of a given
composition XCbulk ¼ fX Ci ; i ¼ A; B; C; . . .g:
%
X
"
# X @GC $ L
ð16Þ
lCi X Li ¼ GC XCbulk þ
X i % X C0;i
@X i
i
i–A
ðmolÞ

As illustrated in Fig. 1, DGamorph is represented by the distance between the liquid free-energy surface and the bulk
chemical potential plane at the composition of XLfilm in a
ternary system. Then, the volumetric free-energy penalty
for forming an undercooled liquid is given by:
ðmolÞ

DGamorph
ðvolÞ
DGamorph ¼ P L :
iX i V i

ð17Þ

Finally, Eq. (7) can be re-written for a multicomponent
alloy as:
i9
8 h
<% 2ccl ðXLfilm ; XCbulk Þ % cð0Þ
ðXCbulk Þ =
GB
kðXCbulk Þ ¼
Max
:
#
ðvolÞ "
;
fall possible XLfilm g :
DGamorph XLfilm ; XCbulk
ð18Þ

Noting that in this work the average film composition
(XLfilm ) that maximizes k is adopted as a reference film
composition. Subsequently, k can be computed as a function of the bulk composition (XCbulk ) and lines of constant
k can be plotted in a bulk phase diagram to construct a
GB k diagram.
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3. Construction of a ternary GB k diagram with all phases

Fig. 3(b) ubiquitously exist in all W and Mo based GB k
diagrams computed in this paper.

3.1. Ternary k diagram for average general GBs
First, we use W–Ni–Fe (a.k.a. Ni and Fe co-doped/coalloyed W, where the average, general GBs of the W primary phase are represented in the computed k diagram)
as an example to demonstrate how to construct a ternary
GB k diagram with multiple phases, including the secondary crystalline precipitates. Fig. 2(a) and (b) schematically illustrates a two-step procedure of constructing an
isothermal section of a ternary GB k diagram. First, we
bcc
computed
a function of bulk composition
bulk ) as '
& k(X
bcc
bcc
bcc
(Xbcc
¼
X
;
X
bulk
W
Ni ; X Fe ; noting that in this case the primary crystal phase is the W-rich body-centered cubic or
bcc phase so we substitute “C” with “bcc”) using Eq. (18)
and the bulk thermodynamic functions developed in Refs.
[75,76]at a constant temperature of 1673 K. Subsequently,
we plotted the computed k values (represented by the color)
in the composition space of the W–Ni–Fe ternary system
(for the W-rich corner) in Fig. 2(a), where we also plotted
lines of constant k values. In this W-rich corner, k values
increase monotonically with increasing Ni and Fe compositions, indicating that both Ni and Fe promote GB disorder.
In the second step, we considered the precipitation of
secondary crystalline phases, such as the Ni-rich fcc phase
and the l-FeW compound in this specific case, which limit
the chemical potentials of Ni and Fe. The k values are
determined by the chemical potentials of the bulk phase(s).
Thus, in a ternary system, the k values are constant along
the tie lines in any two-phase region, identical to the values
at the solid solubility limit (solvus or solidus) line of the bcc
alloy. Moreover, the k value is a constant throughout a
three-phase coexistent region in a ternary alloy.
Subsequently, the bulk phase boundaries and tie lines in
two-phase regions (bcc + fcc and bcc + l-FeW, respectively, in this specific case) were calculated for the W–Ni–
Fe system using bulk CALPHAD methods to construct
the equilibrium ternary GB k diagram with all equilibrium
bulk phases, which is shown in Fig. 2(b).
3.2. GB-to-GB Variations
We emphasize that computed GB k diagrams represent
the average behaviors of general GBs and recognize significant GB-to-GB variations in polycrystalline alloys because
GBs have five macroscopic degrees of freedom. Such GBto-GB variations may be modeled by assuming the initial
ð0Þ
cGB can vary by approximately ±15% due to the anisotropy
(which is typically for the general GBs for most metals).
Fig. 3(b) shows a computed GB k diagram for W–Ni–Fe
that considers GB-to-GB variations, where the lines of constant k (in Fig. 3(a)) expand to bands (in Fig. 3(b)); noting
that these bands are only to represent the variations in general GBs, while the special low-energy GBs are not represented here. Such GB-to-GB variations may be a root
cause for abnormal grain growth, as hypothesized in a series of prior studies by Harmer and co-workers [48,49,63],
and our calculations support and quantitatively rationalize
this hypothesis. Although the lines of constant k should
always be bands for any polycrystal, we typically only plot
GB k diagrams that reflect the average general GBs to
ensure the clarity of the diagram. It is important to recognize that GB-to-GB variations similar to that shown in

4. Eﬀects of adding co-alloying elements on GB disorder in
ternary systems
Following earlier experimental and modeling studies of
the binary W–Ni [15,16,42,66] and Mo–Ni [18,19,54] alloys,
we first conducted numerical experiments of W–Ni–X and
Mo–Ni–X alloys (with X being a fictive element) to identify
the key thermodynamic parameters that influence co-alloying eﬀects. Specifically, we systematically varied five key
parameters, i.e., the melting temperature of X (T mX ) and four
L
bcc
regular-solution parameters (XLX –A , Xbcc
X %A , XX %Ni , XX %Ni ,
where A = W or Mo, assuming that X forms regular solutions with W, Mo and Ni in both solid and liquid phases).
To focus on investigating the eﬀects of these key parameters, a few simplifications were adopted. We assumed the
fusion entropy of X (DS fuse
X ) to be 10 J/mol K and its molar
volume (VX) to be 8 cm3/mol (both are typical values for
transition metals). Moreover, we only considered the bcc
and liquid phases in these calculations (while the precipitation of other phase(s) was considered in examples of real
alloys in the next two sections).
Prior studies had already demonstrated the formation of
0.80 ± 0.12 nm thick Ni-enriched quasi-liquid IGFs in
Mo + 1% Ni specimens at 1668 K (vs. the computed
k = 0.99 nm) [18,19]. In the first numerical example, we
analyzed the eﬀect of adding X in Mo–Ni–X assuming that
L
L
bcc
m
Xbcc
X –Mo = ± 25 kJ/mol, XX –Mo ¼ XX –Ni ¼ XX –Ni ¼ 0 and T X
= 2000 K and using the Mo–Ni binary CALPHAD data
from Ref. [77]. The computed GB k diagrams shown in
Fig. 4 suggest that a positive regular-solution (pair-interaction) parameter (Xbcc
X –Mo ) with Mo in the solid phase
promotes GB disorder (by rejecting X into the IGFs, as evident in the film compositional map in Fig. 4). In comparison, a negative Xbcc
X –Mo slightly inhibits GB disorder; the
corresponding film compositional map shows that X does
not segregate to GBs/IGFs appreciably. It is interesting
to note that in the W–Ni–Fe example shown in Fig. 2,
co-alloying of Fe also enhances GB disordering in W–Ni
systems as a result of a positive Xbcc
Fe–W =(41.5 kJ/mol, while
all other Xs are small; see Table I for all relevant parameters; the same eﬀect was also evident in Fig. 8 for a lower
temperature, where the co-alloying eﬀect was confirmed
by sintering experiments). We believe that this represents
one general co-alloying eﬀect in ternary systems.
Furthermore, we conducted a series of systematic numerical experiments of W–Ni–X systems, where the stabilization
of subeutectic quasi-liquid IGFs in the W–Ni system had
been confirmed experimentally (Fig. 2(e)) [15,16]. In these
ð0Þ
calculations, we adopted cGB = 1.08 J/m2 using the experimental data reported in Ref. [78] and used the W–Ni binary
thermodynamic functions developed in Ref. [76]. Then, we
examined the eﬀects of five key parameters (T mX , Xbcc
X –W ,
L
XLX –W , Xbcc
X –Ni and XX –Ni ; typical X values for W based systems
are shown in Table I) via a systematical approach.
First, we investigated the eﬀect of the melting temperature of the co-alloying element X, where we set the four
L
bcc
regular-solution parameters (Xbcc
X –W , XX –W , XX –Ni and
L
XX –Ni ) to be zero for simplicity. Intuitively, one might
speculate that adding a co-alloying element X with a low
melting temperature would promote the disordering of W
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207

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the two-step procedure to construct an isothermal section of a ternary GB k-diagram for W–Ni–Fe at 1673 K. (a)
First, k(Xbcc
bulk ) values are computed and plotted at a function of bulk composition of the bcc phase without considering the precipitation of any
secondary crystalline phase. (b) Subsequently, the precipitation of other equilibrium secondary phases (fcc and l-FeW in this specific case), which
limit the bulk chemical potentials and k values in two- and three-phase coexistence regions, are considered. The corresponding binary GB k diagrams
for (c) W–Fe and (d) W–Ni. (e) A HRTEM image showing a nanoscale quasi-liquid IGF, adapted from Ref. [15] with permission.

Fig. 3. (a) An uncolored computed GB k diagram for the average general GBs in W–Ni–Fe at 1673 K and (b) the corresponding estimated GB-toGB variations. Panel (a) shows four lines of constant k (k = 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 nm), while panel (b) only displays two bands that correspond to k = 0.5
and 2 nm, respectively, for clarity.

GBs. However, the computed k diagrams shown in Fig. 5
suggest that reducing the melting temperature of X has little
eﬀects on promoting GB disordering in the W-rich bcc
phase.
Second, we varied one of the four regular-solution
L
bcc
L
parameters (Xbcc
X –W , XX –W , XX –Ni and XX –Ni , respectively),
X
where we set T m to be 2000 K and the three other Xs to
be zero. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows that a positive Xbcc
X –W or
negative XLX –W promotes the GB disordering in W and a
L
negative Xbcc
X –W or positive XX –W suppresses GB disordering.

This can be understood intuitively since a positive Xbcc
X –W
should reject X from the crystalline bcc phase, while a negative XLX –W should attract X to GBs to form a liquid-like complexion (or a bulk secondary liquid phase above the solidus
line when a suﬃciently high fraction of X is added). Since it
is known that Ni segregates at GBs, which leads to the formation of liquid-like IGFs at high temperatures (but below
the bulk solidus line), a negative XLX –Ni should promote GB
disordering via attracting X to the liquid-like GB structures
to thicken the eﬀective interfacial width (Fig. 6(d1)). Finally,
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value) and varied XLW–X (Xbcc
W–X ). As shown in Fig. 7, addition of X with a greater (coupled solid/liquid) regular-solution parameter promotes GB disordering, which represents
another general co-alloying eﬀect.
5. Application to W–Ni–M (M = Fe, Co, Cr, Zr, Nb and Ti)
ternary systems

Fig. 4. Computed GB k diagrams suggesting that adding an alloying
element X that has a negative (positive) pair-interaction parameter
with Mo can inhibit (promote) GB disorder. The HRTEM image is
adapted from Ref. [19] with permission.

while adding X with a negative Xbcc
X –Ni does suppress GB
disordering (Fig. 6(c1)), a positive Xbcc
X –Ni does not appreciably enhance GB disordering as the case of positive Xbcc
X –W (as
shown in Fig. 6(c4) vs. Fig. 6(a4)). This is presumably
because the Ni content in the bulk phase is low, so that a
positive Xbcc
X –Ni cannot eﬀectively reject X into GBs in the case
of a positive Xbcc
X –W ). In summary, this set of numerical
experiments (Fig. 6) suggest interesting GB adsorption
and disordering behaviors that can be understood via the
interactions of two co-alloying elements (Ni and X) the primary metal (W) and we should be able to generalize these
understandings to other ternary alloys.
In general, the regular-solution parameters of the solid
and liquid phases are not independent to each other; they
are positively correlated and the regular-solution parameter
of the corresponding solid is typically greater due to the
additional strain energy in the solid phase (see typical values in Table I). Thus, in the last set of numerical experiL
ments, we assumed (Xbcc
W–X – XW–X ) = 50 kJ/mol (a mediate

We further modeled W–Ni–M (M = Fe, Co, Cr, Zr, Nb,
Ti) ternary systems. These real ternary alloys are generally
more complex because the bulk crystal/liquid solutions are
not just symmetrical regular solutions (with non-zero order
terms in the Redlich–Kister polynomials) and various intermediate compounds can precipitate and change the bulk
phase equilibria. We considered these eﬀects via conducting
full CALPHAD analyses of the bulk phases.
We followed earlier studies [18,41,42,54] to use activated
sintering experiments as an eﬃcient way to test computed
results (with the underlying assumption that the enhanced
sintering rates are correlated with the GB structural disorder represented by computed k values, which has been proven in prior studies [18,41,42,54]). Specifically, specimens of
W, W–0.5Ni, W–1Ni and W–0.5Ni–0.5M (at.%) were made
by mixing high-purity tungsten (99.999%, -5 lm particle
size) powder and metal chlorides (purchased from Alfa
Aesar) in acetone solutions. Slurries were dried in an oven
at 353 K (80 "C) and calcined and reduced at 873 K for an
hour in a tube furnace a flowing Ar + 5% H2 gas. The dried
powders were then pressed into disks and pre-sintered at
1173 K for 2 h in a flowing Ar + 5% H2 gas. After measuring the initial density (q0), the pre-sintered specimens were
sintered isothermally at 1573 K for 2 h in a flowing
Ar + 5% H2 gas. The sintering experiments were conducted
using a specially-designed vertical furnace where the specimens could be inserted into or withdrawn from the hot
zone within - 1 min so that the densification during ramping and cooling stages can be neglected [18]. The density of
the sintered sample (q) was measured to calculate the density increase percentage, (q % q0)/q. The mean values measured from multiple specimens sintered at identical
conditions were reported and the standard deviations were
used as the error bars.
Fig. 8(a) shows the average density increase percentages
for three compositions, pure W, W–0.5Ni and W–0.5Ni–
0.5Fe (at.%), that were sintered at 1573 K for 2 h.
Addition of 0.5 at.% of Ni substantially increased the densification of W, which was attributed to the enhanced mass
transport in the subeutectic quasiliquid IGFs by both modeling and experimental studies [15,16,42,66], and such Nibased disordered IGFs have been directly observed by

Fig. 5. Computed GB k diagrams for W–Ni–X systems at 1673 K showing that the melting temperature of X (T mX ) has little impact on GB disordering
in the W rich region. In this set of numerical experiments, X was assumed to form ideal solutions with W and Ni for simplicity.
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L
bcc
L
Fig. 6. The eﬀects of varying (a) Xbcc
W–X , (b) XW–X , (c) XNi–X and (d) XNi–X on the computed GB k diagrams for W–Ni–X systems at 1673 K. These
calculations assumed that T mX = 2000 K and X forms ideal solutions with W and Ni other than one regular solution, for which the X value is labeled
below the diagram.

bcc
L
Fig. 7. Computed GB k diagrams for W–Ni–X systems at 1637 K with decreasing XLW–X /Xbcc
W–X assuming that (XW–X –XW–X ) = + 50 kJ/mol,
T mX = 2000 K and X forms ideal solutions with Ni.

HRTEM (Fig. 2(e)) [15,16]. As shown in Fig. 8(a), adding
0.5 at.% of Fe together with 0.5 at.% of Ni further enhanced
sintering. To explain this co-alloying eﬀect, a ternary W–
Ni–Fe GB k diagram was computed and shown in
Fig. 8(b), where the three relevant composition points are
labeled. Fig. 8(b) suggests that co-allying of Fe can promote
GB disordering, which is consistent with experimental

observations (Fig. 8(a)). The relevant regular-solution
parameters of W–Ni–Fe are shown in Table I (Xbcc
X –W =
41.5 kJ/mol and the other three are all small); this case is
close to the case shown in Fig. 6(a4). Thus, the enhancement
eﬀect is likely due to the large, positive Xbcc
X –W , but the current
case is more complex (than that shown in Fig. 8(a)) due to
the formation of secondary fcc phase (which is represented
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Fig. 8. (a) The density increases for three specimens (W, W–0.5Ni and W–0.5Ni–0.5Fe at.%) after sintering at 1573 K for 2 h vs. the computed k
values for these three compositions. Adding 0.5 at.% Ni as a sintering aid significantly boosted the densification of W and adding 0.5 at.% Fe as a Co
(the second) sintering aid further enhanced the densification. (b) The corresponding computed GB k diagram for W–Ni–Fe at 1573 K, in which the
three selected composition points are labeled.

in Fig. 6) and the W-Fe binary solutions are more complex
than simple regular solutions (with high-order, asymmetrical terms in the Redlich–Kister polynomials).
Furthermore, we systematically computed ternary GB k
diagrams for W–Ni–M (M = Cr, Zr, Co, Fe, Nb and Ti)
systems at 1573 K using the CALPHAD data from Refs.
[75,76,79–86], where ternary compounds were represented
whenever the relevant data exist; otherwise, the ternary systems were built by combining two binary systems. First, the
computed ternary GB k diagrams with only the bcc and liquid phases (without considering the precipitation of any secondary crystalline phase) are shown in Fig. 9(a). Second, the
computed ternary GB k diagrams considering all possible
phases (or all phases with known thermodynamic data)
are shown in Fig. 9(b). Finally, Fig. 9(c) shows the measured
density increases after 2-h isothermal sintering of various
ternary W–0.5Ni–0.5M (at.%) alloys, along with binary
W–0.5Ni and W–1Ni (at.%) alloys as the references; the
measured densifications for these systems generally correlate with calculated k values with the exception of W–
0.5Ni–0.5Zr (which will be explained separately). In fact,
adding Nb and Ti likely enhanced the densification via liquid phase sintering since the compositions appeared to be
above the solidus lines. Fe is the most eﬀective solid-state
co sintering aid, where the enhancement was likely due to
the large, positive Xbcc
X –W (as we have discussed earlier). The
computed results predicted Co and Cr to be less eﬀective
co sintering aids, consistent with experimental observations.
It is interesting to note that adding Zr decreased the sintering rate in W–0.5Ni–0.5Zr, as compared with W–0.5Ni
and W–1Ni, although the computed k values suggest a
small enhancement eﬀect after adding Zr (at the thermodynamic equilibrium with the fcc and ZrW2 precipitation;
Fig. 9(b2)). However, the computed GB k diagram for
W–Ni–Zr without the fcc and ZrW2 precipitation
(Fig. 9(a2)) did suggest that adding Zr could suppress GB
disordering if the precipitation was hindered, which oﬀers
a possible explanation for this exception. We note that Zr
is prone to oxidation, which may be an alternative reason
for Zr to suppress activated sintering.
6. Applications to Mo–Si–B–M (M = Fe, Co and Ni)
quaternary systems
As the final application example, we used our model and
computed GB k diagrams to select sintering aids to enhance

the densification of Mo–Si–B based alloys. A prior experimental study reported the eﬀects of various sintering aids
on enhancing the densification of Mo–8.9Si–7.7Bi (at.%)
three-phase alloys, which contain the Mo-rich bcc, A15
(Mo3Si) and T2 (Mo5SiB2) phases [17]. Cochran and coworkers originally introduced a reactive sintering method
to sinter Mo–Si–B alloys [87]. Jung et al. found that adding
0.5 at.% of Ni, Co and Fe can further enhance the densification (Fig. 10(a)), and the eﬀectiveness was ranked as:
Ni > Co > Fe [17]. At that time, the methods to compute
ternary and quaternary GB k diagrams had not been developed, so that the experimental results were explained based
on binary interactions on a qualitative basis in Ref. [17].
Here, we computed the relevant ternary and quaternary
GB k diagrams to further explain the eﬀects of these sintering aids on a more quantitative basis.
First, we computed a ternary GB k diagram for Mo–Si–
B at 1873 K (the sintering temperature), where we used
CALPHAD data of the Mo–Si–B ternary system reported
in Refs. [88–90] and estimated average general GB energy
ð0Þ
(cGB ) for pure Mo to be 1 J/m2 using the Turnbull estimation [78]. As shown in Fig. 10(b), the GBs in Mo–Si–B are
highly “dry;” the computed k value generally increases with
increase fraction of Si and reaches a maximum at
k * 0.55 nm in the Mo–A15–T2 three-phase region. It
should be noted that the computed k value in this threephase region represents the average Mo general GBs in
Mo–8.9Si–7.7Bi, because the chemical potentials in the
three-phase region are constant regardless the phase fractions. This result is consistent with the general understanding that Mo–Si–B alloy is diﬃcult to sinter at this
temperature [91] (and the reactive sintering route [87] has
to be used to achieve >90% of the theoretical density
(Fig. 10(a) and (f))).
Subsequently, we computed pseudo-ternary sections of
the GB k diagrams for the Mo–Si–B–0.5M (M = Ni, Co
and Fe) systems at 1873 K and a fixed atomic fraction of
0.5% M, by combining the Mo–Si–B ternary CALPHAD
data [88] with Mo–M, M–Si, M–B binary thermodynamic
functions adopted from Refs. [77,92–98]. Here, we adopted
two simplifications, as follows: (1) M has negligible solubility in T2 or A15 phase and (2) no M-containing ternary or
quaternary compounds precipitates in the composition
region (up to 0.5 at.% M). The computed pseudo-ternary
sections of the GB k diagrams for Mo–Si–B–0.5Ni, Mo–
Si–B–0.5Co, and Mo–Si–B–0.5Fe GB are shown in
Fig. 10(c-e). It can be found that the computed k values
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Fig. 9. Computed GB k diagrams for the W–Ni–M (M = Cr, Zr, Co, Fe, Nb and Ti) systems at 1573 K considering (a) only the bcc and liquid phases
(a.k.a. without considering the precipitation of secondary crystalline phases) and (b) all possible equilibrium phases, respectively. (c) Calculated k
values generally correlate well with the measured density increases after 2-h sintering at 1573 K for this series of ternary W–0.5Ni–0.5M (at.%) alloys,
along with binary W–0.5Ni and W–1Ni (at.%) alloys as the references. Noting that the composition points of W–0.5Ni–0.5M (at.%) are outside the
plotted regions of these GB k diagrams (that are expanded to 0–0.3% Ni to clearly show the low concentration regions), but there are little changes in
the computed k values beyond 0.3 at.% Ni.

increased significantly (reaching k > 2 nm in the Mo–A15–
T2 three-phase region, which corresponds to the chemical
potentials of Mo GBs during the sintering) after adding
0.5 at.% Ni. Adding 0.5 at.% Co also increased the
computed k values to reach >1 nm in the Mo-A15–T2

three-phase region, while adding 0.5 at.% Fe increased the
computed k values moderately. Thus, the computed k diagrams can correctly predict the relative eﬀectiveness of
these three sintering aids (Ni > Co > Fe). With the best sintering aid Ni, the densification could be substantially
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Fig. 10. (a) The relative eﬀectiveness of adding 0.5 at.% Ni, Co and Fe as sintering aids on the final sintered densities of Mo–Si–B alloys after
isothermal sintering at 1873 K for 3 h (repotted after the data in Ref. [17]). (b) A computed ternary GB k diagram for Mo–Si–B at 1873 K. (c–e) The
pseudo-ternary sections of GB k diagrams for the quaternary Mo–Si–B–0.5 M systems at 1873 K and a fixed atomic fraction of 0.5 at.% M (M = Ni,
Co and Fe) (f and g) Additional (new) experiments showed that adding 0.5 at.% Ni (the most eﬀective sintering aid predicted) substantially increased
the densification of Mo–Si–B alloys to achieve >97% of the theoretical density after 12 h sintering at 1873 K.

Table 1. The regular solution parameters for W–M and Ni–M (M = Ni, Co, Fe, Zr, Cr, Ti and Nb) at 1573 K from Refs. [75,76,79–86]. The datum
fcc
for Xbcc
Ni–Co is not available so that XNi–Co is listed instead (denoted by *).
M=

Xbcc
W–M (kJ/mol)

XLW–M (kJ/mol)

Xbcc
Ni–M (kJ/mol)

XLNi–M (kJ/mol)

Ni
Co
Fe
Zr
Cr
Ti
Nb

82.0
54.7
41.5
48.2
31.5
22.8
0

%0.9
%16.7
5.8
9.8
%70
16.3
0

/
1.3*
%1.2
%143
%1.5
%77.2
%10.3

/
1.3
%8.3
%148
%10.3
%95.4
%90.6

improved after sintering at 1873 K for 12 h to reach -97%
of the theoretical density (Fig. 10(g)), which represents the
highest sintered density achieved for this alloy. It should be
noted that nanometer-thick, impurity-based, disordered
(quasi-liquid) IGFs have been directly observed by
HRTEM in sintered Mo–Si–Ni alloys in the prior study
[17], suggesting that enhanced densification is due to
increased transport in these quasi-liquid IGFs.

7. Conclusions
A quantitative interfacial thermodynamic model has
been developed for computing GB k diagrams for ternary
and quaternary alloys to forecast useful trends in GB
disordering and related sintering (and potentially a wide
range of other GB-controlled) properties. Numerical
experiments have been conducted for Mo–Ni–X and
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W–Ni–X systems to identify the key thermodynamic
parameters that control the GB disordering behaviors.
Subsequently, the model and computation methods have
been applied to W–Ni–M (M = Fe, Nb, Ti, Cr, Zr and
Co) and Mo–Si–B–M (M = Ni, Co and Fe) systems. It
has been demonstrated that the computed GB k diagrams
can predict some useful trends in the relative eﬀectiveness
of various sintering aids.
In addition to the derivation and validation of the model
for N P 3 systems, a further contribution of the current
work is the derivation of a set of equations to use
CALPHAD-derived data to estimate interfacial energies,
which represent a more consistent and accurate approach
than those used in prior studies of binary alloys
[18,41,42,66], where the same set of CALPHAD based
parameters can be used in both bulk and interfacial
thermodynamic computations in a self-consistent manner.
In general, it is important to develop GB diagrams for
multicomponent alloys, where the Edisonian approach is
no longer valid to select the optimal combination of multiple alloying elements. Practically, multicomponent GB k
diagrams can be used to understand the interactions of
multiple alloying elements at GBs, thereby developing coalloying strategies to control GBs. It should be emphasized
that GB k diagrams are not yet rigorous GB “phase” (complexion) diagrams with well-defined transition lines/curves.
Nonetheless, multicomponent GB k diagrams can be used
to forecast some useful trends in GB segregation and
disordering, representing an important step toward a
long-range scientific goal of developing interfacial “phase”
(complexion) diagrams as a general materials science tool,
which can be used to help accelerating materials design,
as well as achieving predictive fabrication by design, in
the spirit of the Materials Genome Initiative [41,46,66].
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Appendix A. Derivations of interfacial energies in a statistical multicomponent lattice model
The interfacial bonds at a crystal–liquid interface are
assumed to be liquid type. This is the assumption used in
both the Benedictus–Böttger–Mittemeijer model [71,72]

and the prior binary lattice model [73]. The total energy
for all cross-interface bonds is:
!
X
X
L C L
L C L
rcl ¼ zv N 0
X i X i ei%i þ
X i X j ei%j ;
ðA1Þ
i

i–j

where Xi is the atomic fraction of the component i (i = A,
B, C, . . .), ei-j represents the bond energy between the atoms
i and j, zv is the coordination number (number of bonds per
atom) across the interface, N0 is the number of atoms per
unit area at the interface, and the superscripts denote the
crystal (C) or liquid (L) phase. Since the pair-interaction
parameter (i.e. the regular-solution parameter per bond)
is defined as xLi%j ¼ eLi%j % 1=2ðeLi%i þ eLj%j Þ, Eq. (19) can be
rewritten as:
"
!
#
X
X
1 X S L
L L
L S L
rcl ¼ zv N 0
X i ei%i þ
X i ei%i þ
X i X j xi%j
2
i
i
i–j
ðA2Þ

ð0Þ

The interfacial energy ccl (where the superscript “(0)”
denotes no interfacial adsorption) is the excess bond energies for the crystal–liquid interface plus an entropic contribution originated from ordering near the interface:
(
)
1
1:9RT
c0cl ¼ rcl % ðrll þ rcc Þ þ
;
ðA3Þ
2
C 0 V 2=3
where rcc and rll, respectively, are the total energy for the
cross-interface bonds in a plane of identical geometry in
the bulk crystal and liquid phases, respectively, which can
be expressed as:
8
!
X
X
>
>
L
L
L
L
L
> rll ¼ zv N 0
X i ei%i þ
X i X j xi%j
>
>
<
i
i–j
!
ðA4Þ
>
X
X
>
>
>
X Ci eCi%i þ
X Ci X Cj xCi%j :
>
: rcc ¼ zv N 0
i

i–j

Eq. (A4) can be derived via similar routes as that used to
deduce Eq. (A2). Moreover, we have the following basic
relations:
8
m1 ¼ zzv
>
>
>
> N0
>
>
¼ 1
>
< N Avogadro jV 2=3
ðA5Þ
jm%1
ðfor an average general GBÞ;
1 ¼ C0
>
>
>
fuse
z
L
S
> DH i ¼ N Avogadro ðei%i % ei%i Þ
>
2
>
>
:
Xi%j ¼ zN Avogadro xi%j

where NAvogadro is the Avogadro number, z is the total
coordination number, Xi%j is molar regular-solution
parameter, and m1, j, and C0 are parameters defined in
the main text. Combining Eqs. (A2), (A3), (A4), (A5)
produces:
"
!
X
X
1
ð0Þ
fuse
C
L L
ccl ¼
X i DH i þ
X j Xi%j
C 0 V 2=3 i
i–j
!
#
X
1 X L L L
C C C
%
X X X þ
X i X j Xi%j þ 1:9RT ; ðA6Þ
2 i–j i j i%j
i–j
which is Eq. (11) in the main text. Eq. (10) in the main text
can be obtained by assuming X CA ¼ 1 and X Ci ¼ 0 for all
i – A.
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Similarly, the “dry” GB energy (without any adsorption
and disorder) for a multicomponent alloy can be estimated
as:
"
#
X
X
ð0Þ
C
C C
cGB * Qzv N 0
X i ei%i þ
X i X j xi%j
ðA7Þ
i

[14]
[15]

i–j

where Q is the average broken bond fraction at the general
GBs, which is typically set to 1/6 for an average general
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
GB so that the Turnbull estimation, cGB * 1=3 cSurface ,
holds. Since the average GB energy for general GBs in
ð0Þ
pure i can be estimated as cGB;i * Qzv N 0 eii , Eq. (A7) can
be rewritten as:
X
Q X C C C
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
cGB *
X Ci cGB;i þ
X X X ;
ðA8Þ
C 0 V 2=3 i–j i j ij
i

which is Eq. (12) in the main text. We should note that
ð0Þ
experimentally-measured GB energies ðcGB;i Þ should be
used (instead of the Turnbull estimations), if the data are
available.
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